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First Announcement

REGISTRATION AND FEES 

The system for registration, fees and abstracts, 
papers and posters submission will be activated  
on the Congress website at the end of November. 

The fee for participation in the Congress is depend-
ent on the status of participant and number of days of 
participation and includes:

 y participation in the Geomatics 2016 Conference 
and in celebration of the 70th anniversary of the 
APS in Gdansk. Coffee break, lunch during the 
session and Baltic Geodetic Congress materials  
are included,
 y papers of the Geomatics 2016 Conference  
(JCR papers could be calculated separately).

Organizers would like to ask persons and institutions 
paying collective fee to specify the personal data and 
the amount of the fee for individuals, and provide the 
exact address and VAT ID to issue invoices.

There will be three deadlines for the fees payment. 
The amounts will be announced at the Congress web-
site in November.

IMPORTANT DATES & DEADLINES
30.11.2015 – Second Announcement, instructions 

for Authors and dates for papers sub-
mission,

15.01.2016 – abstracts submission with an indication 
of the thematic session (early submis-
sion deadline),

31.01.2016 – reduced fee deadline,
31.03.2016 – standard fee deadline,
15.04.2016 – abstracts submission with an indication 

of the thematic session (deadline),
01.05.2016 – registration of the Congress partici-

pants,
04.05.2016 – extraordinary fee deadline.

Abstracts submitted within deadline will be included 
in the proceedings available during the Baltic Geo-
detic Congress. Papers will be included in a separate 
materials according to the information in the section 
PAPERS.
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PUBLICATIONS

Baltic Geodetic Congress materials will include ab-
stracts in Polish and English. It is expected that  mon-
ograph edition scored on the list of Ministry of Science 
and Higher Education will be issued.

Geomatics 2016 conference materials will include 
reviewed posters and presentations that will be made 
in an electronic publication form to indexation in ISI 
Web of Science and Scopus databases. It is also ex-
pected to publish the best papers in extended form 
in journals of the JCR list.

All materials will be available in electronic form.

ABSTRACTS, PAPERS, POSTERS 

Abstracts of papers or abstracts posters should be 
prepared in English and optionally in Polish or author’s 
national language. Conference papers and post-
ers should be prepared in full in English. Regardless 
of the Geomatics 2016 conference materials, presen-
tations and chapters to the Congress monograph 
edition can be prepared in Polish. Instructions for Au-
thors will be given in Second Announcement.

Baltic Geodetic Congress
The Association of Polish Surveyors Branch in Gdansk 
and Gdansk University of Technology are honoured  
to invite to the Baltic Geodetic Congress with the 
participation of guests and foreign companies. 

As part of the Baltic Geodetic Congress will be 
a series of events honoured 70th anniversary of the 
Association of Polish Surveyors in Gdansk and 
benefits of Prof. Mirosław Żak and Prof. Adam 
Żurowski, and the International Scientific and 
Technical Conference Geomatics 2016, meetings 
and discussions within the Forum of Geodesy, presen-
tations and exhibitions concerning geodesy and sur-
veying. The intended purpose of the Baltic Geodetic 
Congress is to integrate geodetic bevy and exchange 
of experiences and achievements in the fields:

 yCartography,
 yEngineering geodesy and geodesy monitoring,
 yFuture of geodetic science and education,
 yGeodetic networks,
 yGeographical Information Systems in environmental 
protection, transportation and crisis management,
 yGeoinformatics,
 yHigher geodesy,
 yPhotogrammetry and Remote Sensing, including la-
ser scanning, maritime research methods, autono-
mous vehicles, vessels and aircrafts, biometric data 
mining,
 ySatellite and space technologies,
 ySpatial planning and cadaster.

OFFER FOR COMPANIES

As part of the Baltic Geodetic Congress organizers 
invite companies to promote their business. They 
will be shared among others: promotional sessions, 
information stands, advertising boards, participation 
in the exhibitions and organization of workshops and 
demonstrations. At the request of individual compa-
nies it is possible to determine the scope of promo-
tion. The organizers also invited to sponsor the Con-
gress and its events.

70th anniversary of the Association  
of Polish Surveyors branch in Gdansk

Start of socio-professional activities of surveyors in Po-
land dates back to 1919. It then was led by numer-
ous associations and unions: surveyors and sworn 
surveyors. In 1945, the Union of Republic of Poland 
Surveyors (URPS) was found, whereas 70 years 
ago, in 1946, USPS branch in Gdansk was legalized. 
In 1953 the VII Congress of URPS Delegates changed 
the name to the Association of Polish Surveyors. 

Prof. Mirosław ŻAK 

was born on 09.10.1936 in Katowice. Graduate Techni-
cal  School of Geodesy in Katowice and Department 
of Mining and Industry Geodesy of AGH in Krakow. 
Professor of technical sciences since 1994. Head 
of the Department of Research and Experimentation 
in the Geodesy and Cartography Regional Company 
in Katowice. Director of Geodesy and Cartography Re-
gional Company in Gdansk. Head of the Department 
of Higher Geodesy in Hugo Kołłątaj Agricultural Univer-
sity in Krakow. Author of numerous expert and techni-
cal opinions and research papers. Co-author of many 
inventions and ideas. Member of the APS since 1958. 
Since 1992, the real estate appraiser. He has received 
numerous awards, honors and decorations. 

Prof. Adam ŻUROWSKI 

was born on 03.03.1929 in Lviv. Graduate High School 
in Jelenia Gora, Faculty of Water Constraction at the 
Gdansk University of Technology and the Faculty 
of Geodesy and Cartography at the Warsaw University 
of Technology. Professor of technical sciences since 
1992. Deputy Director of the Institute of Hydrotechnol-
ogy, Dean for Science of  Faculty of Hydrotechnology, 
Dean of the Faculty of Hydrotechnics at the Gdansk 
University of Technology, Head of the Department 
of Geodesy at the Faculty of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering at the Gdansk University of Technology. 
In addition to research and teaching, activist in interna-
tional organizations and national scientific committees. 
Author of numerous expert opinions, reviews, books, 
manuals and scripts for students. Member of the As-
sociation of Polish Surveyors since 1970. He has re-
ceived numerous prizes, awards and honours. 


